Rules of Participation
in Academic Polish Model United Nations 2019
§1
1. Academic Polish Model United Nations 2019, which is hereinafter referred to as POLMUN, is organised by
the Institute of Diplomacy Association with headquarters in Warsaw, Katalońska 3/61, NCR No 0000674046,
hereinafter referred to as the Organiser.
2. Foreign Affairs Society with its headquarters in Warsaw is hereby declared as an executive coordinator of
POLMUN.
3. Co-organisers of POLMUN are: SGH Warsaw School of Economics and the Institute of International Relations
University of Warsaw.
§2
POLMUN's objectives embrace particularly:
● growth of social interest in international issues,
● furthering the knowledge about international organisations and institutions, in particular the
United Nations,
● promotion of human rights,
● increasing the level of public debate,
● mobilisation of academic youth,
● enhancement of presentation and argument skills.

§3
1. As part of POLMUN from 6 December 2019 to 8 December 2019 a simulated session will be taking place,
which will consist of:

● opening ceremony,
● 3 days of committee sessions,
● closing ceremony.
2. The main venues of the event are SGH Warsaw School of Economics and the University of Warsaw. Some of
the events may take place in different locations.
§4
1. Any person with full student rights can become a participant of POLMUN.
2. By courtesy of Organiser of POLMUN, an adult over 18 years old who does not meet the first requirement
(§4, clause 1.) can take part in POLMUN. This point also refers to high school students at least 16 years old at
the time of the event.
3. The conditions for participation in PolMUN are:
● filling in and sending the registration form which must be accepted by the Organiser,
● donation to the Organiser for statutory objectives in term specified by the Rules of Participation
in POLMUN.
4. Registration form is available at www.polmun.com, hereinafter referred to as the website, from 1 September
till 1 December.
5. Organiser can decide to close the registration form in a moment different from the time specified in §4,
clause 4.
6. Having met all requirements mentioned above, the Organiser sends the confirmation of participation in
POLMUN via mail.
§5
1. Donation mentioned in §4, clause 3. ought to be sent onto the organiser's bank account within 10 days of
sending the registration form in case of Early Bird and Regular Registration and within 7 days in case of Late
Registration.
2. Organiser's Bank Account IBAN: PL21160014621838614850000001 (Institute of Diplomacy Association)
SWIFT code: PPABPLPKXXX.
3. Participant's name and surname ought to be written in the title of transfer as well as the annotation
“Statutory Objectives Donation”.
4. The term mentioned in §5, clause 1. starts on a day of receiving donation on Organiser's bank account.
5. Donation amount is determined by the Organiser and available on the website. The specified amount of
donation is valid for the date of receipt of funds on the Organizer's account.
§6

1. The Organiser provides participants during the project duration with:
● academic program, the exact content of which is published by the Organiser before the start of
POLMUN on the website and social media accounts,
● catering (lunch and coffee breaks),
● content-related supervision,
● conference materials,
.
2. The Organiser, to the extent possible, helps participants with:
● finding accommodation,
● choosing the means of transport to Warsaw.
3. The Organiser informs the participant about all the details related to the participation in POLMUN via e-mail
given in the registration form.
§7
1. The participant is obliged to follow the rules of participation and during the committee sessions the rules of
procedures provided by the organizer.
2. To be awarded a certificate of participation the delegate must be present during at least 80% of committee
sessions.
3. During both the formal and informal parts of the event, the participant may and will be expelled from the
conference at the organizers’ discretion in cases of improper behaviour, or when there is a reasonable belief
that such behaviour occurred. This refers, in particular, to prohibited acts, such as underage drinking or sexual
harassment, to actions which significantly impede the conference, and to any kind of discriminatory actions
towards other participants and/or the organizer. An expelled participant is not eligible to any kind of refund.
§8
1. Sending the registration form involves consenting to the processing of personal data by the Organiser for
purposes related to the organization POLMUN (detailed information on this subject is contained in the file
"Privacy Policy")
2. Sending a registration form entails consent to the collection, processing and use for information and
promotion purposes by the Organiser, photos and recordings with the image of a POLMUN participant, without
the need to approve them each time.
§9
POLMUN is financed by the Institute of Diplomacy Association, partners and sponsors.
§10
The organizer provides an additional social programme that is not covered by the standard participation fee.
1. To participate in aforementioned social programme the delegate must purchase a ‘social pack’ as
stated on the organizer’s website.

2. Social pack may be purchased only by a participant who at the time of the event will be at least 18
years old.
§11
1. In matters not covered by these regulations, the Organiser decides.
2. The Organiser's decision is entitled to an application for reconsideration of the case.
3. The Organiser may grant participation in POLMUN without taking into account the provisions of these
Regulations.

